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another issue of This Week in Rust! Rust is a systems language pursuing the trifecta: safety, concurrency, and speed. This is a weekly summary of its progress and community. Want something
mentioned? Send us a note! Want to get involved? We love contributions. This Week in Rust is openly developed on GitHub. If you find any errors in this week's issue, we are happy to hear from you,
because it is a volunteer effort and we want to make it as good as possible. This week's edition was inspired by the need for a more discoverable version in the Rust community. Since there is no release
date yet for Rust 1.0, it is not clear who is going to be building Rust. In the past we have seen small projects abandon Rust because they wanted a stable API, while Rust grew because it wanted a stable

API. As a side effect, this is has meant that many people have been following a moving target with their APIs. This makes the process of discovering what APIs will work well with Rust incredibly
hard. We have solved this problem by making a stable ABI for Rust 1.0. On Tuesday, July 1 we will start releasing separate crates for 1.0. These will not change much except for API changes. They will
be required to work with future 1.x releases, and will be more stable for the next few years. We have also created the README for the Release Engineering team. Notable Changes Crate of the Week
This week's crate is tasty. If you have been actively working on Rust this week, please consider suggesting this crate.Story Highlights 31% say U.S. should leave Iraq, including 54% of Republicans and
17% of Democrats A majority (59%) say there should be diplomatic talks even if Iran continues uranium enrichment Since early 2015, levels of support for withdrawal have declined WASHINGTON,

D.C. -- In the wake of an Iraq airstrike that struck U.S. oil facilities and killed at least 25 people,
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